Abstract. -We consider two simplified models of the formation of patterns emerging from the growth and coalescence of water droplets on a substrate (breath figures). The study is restricted here to the case of a one-dimensional substrate. In the first model we assume a monodisperse distribution of droplet sizes. In the second model, obtained as a mean-field approximation of the first one, the distribution of distances between neighbouring droplets obeys a Smoluchowski equation. We solve this equation analytically to obtain the coverage of the line (fraction of it covered by droplets) and the distribution of distances between droplets. We conclude by discussing the relevance of the random parking problem for breath figures.
Introduction. -The problem of the combined effects of the growth and coalescence of water droplets condensing on glass surfaces has motivated several recent works, both on experimental and theoretical aspects [l-71. This problem is the laboratory version of the well-known phenomenon of condensation of vapour on spectacles or dew on grass. Experimental studies of breath figures, i.e. the patterns formed by the droplets, performed on two-and one-dimensional substrates [l, 6, 7] , show the following features: after a transient regime where the droplets grow individually, coalescences between droplets appear. The coverage of the substrate (the fraction of it occupied by droplets) reaches a constant value in time. In this stage the breath figures are self-similar, i.e., up to a resealing of lengths, the figures look similar at successive times; the values of the 1-or 2-dimensional coverages are close to those of the random parking problem [%lo] in the same dimensions. In a third regime, new droplets nucleate and grow in the space left between the original droplets.
Inspired by these experiments, and discarding the last regime, the following model has been proposed [2, 3, 5, 71 . At time t = 0, nucleation sites are randomly distributed on a substrate of dimension d (d = 2 corresponds to droplets on a plate of glass, d = 1 on a spider's web). On these sites, droplets of dimensionality D grow ( 0 = 3 for real droplets); the intrinsic growth (i.e. between two coalescences) of the radius of a droplet follows some power law in time. When a coalescence between two droplets (of radii R1 and R2) occurs, a new droplet forms at the centre of mass of these two droplets, with a radius R given by mass conservation
(1)
Numerical simulations have been performed for this model [3-71. They reproduce the experimental observations mentioned above, in particular the existence of a scaling regime at large times. However a detailed analytical treatment of this problem has not yet been proposed.
The purpose of the present work is to introduce two simplified 1-d versions (models A and B ) of the above problem in which the polydispersity in size of the droplets has been eliminated. These models capture the essence of the physical phenomenon, i.e. the existence of a scaling regime which, at least for the second model, can be described by an analytical approach.
Model A. -We first consider a system of equally sized droplets on a line (1-d substrate). The radius R of these droplets grows in time. The precise form of this growth law is irrelevant in this model, as will become clear below. When two neighbouring droplets coalesce, a new droplet is created with the same radius R , centred half-way between the coalescing droplets. This model can be formally viewed as a limit of the model of Ddimensional droplets on a 1-d substrate, described in the introduction, when D + m. Since at all times the radii of the droplets are all equal, the problem is reduced to studying the distribution of distances (or bonds) h between the centres of neighbouring droplets. When the radius of the droplets reaches a certain value R , all the pairs of neighbouring droplets which are at a distance ho (= 2R) coalesce and all the remaining distances h are larger than ho. Therefore if the system is represented by a sequence of points along the line (which are the centres of the droplets), the dynamics of growth and coalescence reduces to searching the minimal distance ho between two adjacent points, and replacing these two points by one point midway between them. Hence the two bonds neighbouring the disappearing bond ho become longer by ho/2.
If one starts at time t = 0 with a system of N bonds, and if we denote by Ngt(h) 6h the number of bonds of lengths between h and h + 6h at time t (at which time, the length of the minimal bond is ho), one can define the fractionf,(h) of bonds of length h by
The length ho of the minimal bond is a natural time scale in the problem. It is therefore convenient to rescale the distribution f,(h), defining the distribution F(x, t) of the reduced variable x = h/ho:
The coverage Ct of the line at time t is then given by using the fact that the number of droplets (all of diameter ho) is equal to the number of bonds. times, namely when the number of remaining bonds are 100 000, 50 000 and 25 000, starting with a system of 400000 bonds randomly distributed between 0 and 1. These three curves are superimposable, giving evidence to scaling at large times. It is also found that for large times, C, 2 : 0.72, to be compared to C, 2 : 0. 8 Fig. 2 . Fig. 3 . Fig. 4 . (21, (3) ), we find from eq. (5) (using the fact that 6h and 6t are small and that Jgt+&) dh = Jgt(h) dh -gt(ho)6h) that f,(h) and F ( x , t ) 
The argument is as follows. From eq. (10) one can show that for p small So since the first moment of x is given by and noting that +(O) = 1, the only stationary solution which gives a finite nonzero value of B satisfies F(1) = 1. F(1) < 1 corresponds to B = CQ, whereas F(1) > 1 corresponds to 3 3 = 0. This last case should be ruled out since F(x) is positive and of support [l, 031.
One can distinguish between the two remaining cases for F(1) by looking at the trajectories of the singularities of $(p) [ll] . Assume that at time t, +(p, t) has some powerlaw singularity in the complex plane of p at pi(t)
By equating the most singular terms of both sides of eq. (91, we get an equation of motion for the singularity pi(t)
If the initial condition F(x, 0) is such that $(p, 0) has some singularities pi(0) 2 0 in the complex p plane, these singularities will go to infmity when t + W. One then expects $(p, t)
to converge to a stationary solution analytic in p , implying that F(1) in eq. (12) In fig. 2 and 3 we compare the stationary distribution obtained by iterating eq. (6) for F(1) = 1 ( fig. 2) , and the results of a simulation of model B (fig. 3) . We see that the agreement is quite satisfactory.
As a final remark, let us mention that other cases of scaling solutions are known for Smoluchowski equations [E, 131. Breath figures display intriguing similarities with the random parking problem. In 1-d this is the problem of sequentially parking cars of length 1 at random along an infinitely long street, until the street is .jammed.: the spaces between the cars are all smaller than 1. As mentioned in the introduction, the final density of cars along the street is close to the coverage found in breath figures experiments and simulations on 1-d substrates. The same is found for the 2-d versions of these problems. All the more, in 1-d, breath figures in the selfsimilar regime are in nearly-jammed states. This is seen in fig. 1 , where almost all the weight of the distribution of bonds lies between h,, and Zh,,, implying that almost all gaps between the droplets are smaller than h,,. Nevertheless, the analogy is not complete: comparing fig. 1 and 4 , we see that the distributions of distances between droplet-and carcentres are very different; in the random parking problem (fig. 4 ) the distribution diverges (logarithmically) at 1 and drops discontinuously to 0 at 2.
In this paper we have seen that a very simplified mean-field model for the formation of breath figures, solvable analytically, possesses, at least qualitatively, the main features (scaling regime) of more complicated models (the model described in the introduction and model A). Starting from this mean-field approach, one should be able to improve it by taking into account some correlations between the lengths of neighbouring bonds. Our first attempts in this direction are encouraging and we hope to present them in a forthcoming paper.
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